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GATES TO PEACE.
By H. E. Prof Nicholas db Roerich, Naggar.
AN became winged. The good blue sky
is scratched by aeroplanes Do they
carry beneficial news? Perhaps they are
bringing panaceas? or perhaps they hurry
with signs of blessed knowledge ? or with
help? But who knows—perhaps they carry
mortiferous bombs ? or pernicious gases ? or
maybe complete annihilation ? What else ?

M

Are bombs, gases or murders permitted ? Is
the extermination of humanity allowed ?
What kind of council has admitted murder?
Somewhere a peaceful settler in great
labours builds for his family a hearth. And
at the same time, somewhere beyond the seas,
there are being manufactured bombs and
poison gases to kill his children. Who knows
where evil intentions are brooding ? Where
malicious attempts are contemplated? Has
the consciousness grown so coarse, that
it has become accustomed to witnessing
murders. As in the ancient Roman Coliseum,
people to-day are even ready to pay for the
spectacle of execution.
Someone wishes it, gives the command and
the wings of humanity carry death and annihi
lation. And the press in the smallest type will
mention the destruction of human lives—of
women and children. Perhaps without wings
this hateful killing would not have taken
place. The figures of ancient wars are not
comparable with the gigantic hecatombs of
our days. The scale on which destruction is
carried out is also beyond all proportion,—in
the past destruction was carried out primi
tively, but now in “ highly civilized style.”
Where was such civilization ordained ? Where
is the right to trample human dignity ?

Are the Gates into the Future guarded by
such wings ?
Well, let us assume that aeroplanes do not
carry death-bringing sorcerers. May they
bring messengers of enlightenment ! Let us
assume that the turning of the knob of a radio
apparatus will bring not ugly vulgar tunes, but
best harmonies. Let us expel all narcotics in
order that sobriety may flourish. Sophia,
Vera, Nadejda, Lubov—Wisdom, Faith, Hope
and Love—are not abstractions! In the
epoch of the Mother of the World, the pro
tectress of everything constructive, women
will gather into an invincible host and will
become benevolently bewinged.
*
*
*
*
At random I wish to quote some statements
of representatives of various countries express,
ed at our International Convention of the
Banner of Peace at Washington.
The Delegate for China, the Hon. TswenLing Tsui, stated : “ The project to unite all
nations under a common banner for guarding
cultural treasures against destruction in times
of war as well as of peace has a noble purpose
and is worthy of the support of every person.
Real culture and true science, in their contributions to civilization and the welfare of
humanity, know no national boundary lines.
Their products and shrines should therefore
be immune from injury during times of inter
national strife.”
The Persian Minister, H. E. Ghaffar Khan
Djalal, said : “ The Banner of Peace will be a
haven of refuge in times of war and tumult.
It commands deep appreciation and the whole
hearted support of mankind because the
treasures of art and science of antiquity are a
great factor in human life. Not only do they
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enlighten our modern civilization on the cul
ture of our ancestors, but they serve at the
same time to guide and encourage us in the
pursuit of that art and grace, which render
life gentle and fine.”
The Minister of the Republic of Panama,
H. E. Senor Dr. Ricardo J. Alfaro, in a long
eloquent speech points out: “ I am a firm
believer in the theory that peace is the natural
state of man on earth...Modern science has
attained a terrific efficiency in perfecting the
machinery and methods of destruction...May
God forbid it, but if the world has another
war there will be no combat, but massacre...
What must be made intangible to the mailed
fist of the warrior is Art and Knowledge, and
it must be saved from the fury of the belliger
ents.. For this reason the idea of safeguarding
those monuments (of Art and Science) and
creating for their protection a Banner of Peace
which every combatant shall respect, is one
that cannot but deserve the most enthusiastic
support from all Governments, from all
peoples, from all civilized persons...”
Major General Blanton Winship of the
War Department, Washington, affirmed :
“ I assure you that the organization which you
represent has my whole-hearted support.
Educational, artistic and scientific institutions
such as libraries, museums and magnificent
examples of architecture may well be said to
be the links between the Ages, and any
organization which serves to protect and save
them to posterity in time of war, in my
opinion, performs an inestimable service to
humanity.”
His Excellency Dr, Esteban Gil Borges,
now Minister of Foreign Affairs of Venezuela,
on behalf of the Pan-American Union,
asserted: '‘It is highly encouraging that in
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a moment when there is so much anxiety in
our hearts, so many doubts in our minds, so
many clouds over the future, you have
gathered here to perform a great duty of
preserving the heritage of thought which we
have received from the past and which con
stitutes our common patrimony today and a
sacred debt to posterity. I fervently hope
that this flag (the “ Banner of Peace ”) above
every monument of science, art and religion,
will be the banner of a crusade which will
remind every man that in these places they
may be aware more strongly of the ties of
brotherhood, through the love of beauty and
the peace which comes from the possession of
truth and faith in God.”
The Minister of the Republic of Czecho
slovakia, H. E. Dr. Ferdinand Veverka,
proclaimed : “ My presence here is the token
that Czechoslovakia whole-heartedly supports
the noble aim of the International Roerich
Peace Banner Convention...Peace is a state
of mind, peace is a primary state of things,
not a reverse of war, not a breathing spell
between struggles. When this recognition
dawns upon us as a reality, then the time
will come when the harassed and tired
humanity will conceive and embrace the real
peace,”
Dr. James Brown Scott, Director of the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
and President of the American Institute of
International Law, concluded his speech
as follows: “ Possessors of the culture
of the past, trustees of the culture of
the present for the future, we shall, by the
signature of a universal pact, set up a univer
sal standard for culture and humanity, past,
present and future, and at the same time a
universal standard for nations and their
international relations.”
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These are voices of statesmen. And now
Another authority on International Law,
Professor de La Pradelle of the University of let us remember a few of the voices of eminent
Paris, in wishing the Convention every social representatives.
success wrote : “ Sauvegarder l'Oeuvre,
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt wrote : “ I
c’est sauver le g£nie humain , action civilisa- think the ideals presented by the Roerich
trice qui merite bien, en efjet que pour con- Pact cannot help but appeal to all those who
vaincre les gouvernements, et s’il le faut, le hope that the best in the past may be
gouvernement supreme, l'Opinion, moralistes preserved to guide and serve future genera
et techniciens, artistes et juristes s’enrolent tions.”
sous la Banniere aux trois Besants.Je suis
Mrs. William Dick Sporborg, President
heureux de saluer, avec la protection de of the New York Federation of Women’s
l'Oeuvre, la defense de l'Art, source de Clubs, on behalf of half a million members,
Paix, Foyer de Vie','
stated : “ We are going to lend our spirits
and all of our influence to such movements...
Speaking on behalf of the Japanese Govern
I want you to know that we stand foursquare
ment, the Hon. Toshihiko Taketomi, said :
back of your organization...”
“ This symbol, then, on behalf of beauty and
Leopold Stokowski exclaims: “ It is a
knowledge, brings together again the East and
noble project !” And Prof. Edgar Hewett
West,”
greets the Banner : “ Assuredly the spirit of
One of the greatest military authorities, the this proposal must commend itself to all
late Marshal Lyautey, wrote : “ La mission right-thinking people of the world.”
[du Pacte Roerich) quelle s’est donnie pour
Maurice Maeterlinck welcomed the Pact:
la protection effective des Monument Historiques et des Oeuvres d’Art offrepour la sauve- “ I am at full heart in accord with the
garde de la Civilisation et de la Tradition un signatories of the Roerich Pact, Let us
tel interet! Mais aujourd'hui, plus que group around this noble ideal all moral forces
jamais, il est non moins desirable de s'elever at our disposal.”
contre la guerre ellememe, fleau dont nous,
India expresses heartiest adherence through
a devonstons tous prix, nous ejforcer de con the voices of Sir Rabindranath Tagore, Sir
jurer le retour'.'
Jagadis Bose, Sir С. V. Raman, Sir RadhaThe Hon. Senor Don Eduardo L. Vivot, krishnan, Dr. N. C. Mehta, Dr. James H.
on behalf of Argentine, assured : “ Nothing Cousins, Dr. О. C. Ganguly, Dr. Asit Kumar
is more precious and intangible for all the Haidar and many other eminent leaders.
nations of the world, without any race distinc One can also not forget how enthusiastically
tion, than its cultural treasures...The aim the Indian Press responded to the signing of
pursued by the Roerich Pact and Banner of the Pact by the twenty-one Governments of
Peace is none other than to insure their in North and South America,
violability—and my country warmly applauds
this idea and adheres to its aims.”

What a treasure trove of beautiful testimonies !
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All these authoritative expressions are more should be convincingly taught all great
than mere personal thoughts. They are like constructive humanitarian foundations.
When we affirmed our motto: “ Peace
pledges of nations, and it is most valuable to
through
Culture ” we did not have in view
witness that in our tense times there are
any
hazy
abstraction, but expressed the
everywhere such fervent defenders of peace,
beauty and knowledge. If only these noble conviction that this is the only real working
principle of peace. If Culture is the accumula
spirits would know each other and would
form in cooperation a valiant host of crusaders tion of all highest achievements, then truly
such a beautiful pavement can lead to the
for peace and culture ! Indeed humanity is
stronghold of Peace.
tired of destructions. In every school, in
Beautiful should be the Gates to Peace !
every academy, in every University there
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